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Let X and Y be complete metric spaces with Y metrically convex, and let T 
be a closed mapping of X into Y. It is shown that if D is an open subset of X 
such that T is locally expansive on D and T maps open subsets of D onto open 
subsets of Y, then an element y of Y belongs to T(D) if and only if there exists 
x,, E D such that dist(T(x,), y) Q dist(T(x), y) for all x E X - D. Several 
implications of this result are considered, specifically for equations in Banach 
spaces involving locally condensing, locally strongly accretive, and locally 
strongly monotone mappings. 
INTRODUCTION 
By connecting the theory of local homeomorphisms with the theory of covering 
mappings, Browder [ l] has established some fundamental surjectivitytheorems for 
mappings T of a Banach space E into a Banach space F in which the hypotheses 
on T are completely local in character. As a special case of one of his basic 
results he derives the fact [I, p. 621 that if T is a continuous mapping of E into F 
which maps open subsets of E onto open subsets ofF, and if T is a local expansion 
in the sense that there exists a constant c > 0 such that each point x,, of E has a 
neighborhood N with the inequality 
holding for all u and v in N, then T is a homeomorphism of E onto F (so that, in 
particular, (*) holds for all u, v E E). 
In this paper we use a more direct approach to extend the surjectivity portion 
of the above and similar results in a way that also permits the study of problems 
in which the mapping T is defined only on the closure of an open subset D of E, 
with T not necessarily continuous and/or invertible on D. While T usually will 
not be surjective in such a general situation, we are able to prove that a pointy 
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of F belongs to T(D) if and only if a certain “minimum condition” holds. Since 
this condition is vacuously satisfied in the case D = E, we obtain global sur- 
jectivity results as corollaries. 
We divide our results into two sections. In Section 1 we state and prove our 
basic result (Theorem 1). Since our method of proof uses only metric properties 
of the underlying spaces, we formulate this theorem in the framework of metric 
spaces. In Section 2 we apply Theorem 1 to certain classes of mappings between 
Banach spaces, obtaining as rather immediate consequences theorems for locally 
condensing mappings and for mappings which locally are strongly monotone. 
These theorems generalize, among others, results of Browder [l] and Granas [3]. 
It is a further consequence of Theorem 1 that a recent result of Kirk and 
Schoneberg [4] for continuous strongly accretive mappings extends to continuous 
locally strongly accretive maps. This fact is noteworthy since even for star- 
shaped domains, such mappings need not be strongly accretive in the global 
sense. For the sake of completeness we also include in Section 2 a discussion of 
instances in which our local assumptions must in fact be global. 
1. MAIN RESULT 
Throughout this section we assume X and Y are complete metric spaces, and 
for simplicity we let d denote the metric of both X and Y. Following Menger [5], 
Y is said to be metrically convex if for all U, v E Y with u # v there exists w E Y, 
distinct from u and v, such that d(u, v) = d(u, w) + d(w, v). The following 
lemma contains a crucial part of our proof of Theorem 1. (Recall that a mapping 
T: X -+ Y is said to be closed if U, + u E X and T(u,) -+ x E Y imply T(u) = z. 
Also, we use cl(B) and aB to denote, respectively, the closure and the boundary 
of a subset B of X.) 
LEMMA. Let X and Y be complete metric spaces with Y metrically convex, and 
let T: X+ Y be a closed mapping. Fix y E Y, let B be an open subset of X for 
which T(B) is open in Y, and suppose 
d(u, v) < d( T(u), T(v)) for all u, v E cl(B). 
Suppose also that there exists u, E B such that 
d(WJ, Y) -c d(W), Y) + d(T(u,), T(u)) for all u E aB. 
Then there exists u E B such that T(u) = y. 
Proof. Since Y is complete and metrically convex, Menger’s famous theorem 
[5] yields the existence of an isometry 01 of [0, d(T(u,,), y)] (equipped with the 
usual metric) into Y such that or(O) = T(u,) and ar(d( T(u,), y)) = y. Let 1M denote 
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the set of all t E [0, d( T(u,), y)] f or which there exists u E B with T(u) = a(t). 
Then M is nonempty (0 E M) and, since T(B) is open in Y and 01 is continuous, 
M is open in [0, d(T(u,), y)]. H ence it suffices to show that M is closed in 
[0, d(T(u,), y)]. To prove this, let (tn> be a sequence in M with t, - 
t E LO, 4 Wd, r>l and u, E B such that T(u,) = a(t,). Since T(u,) -+ a(t) as 
n + co and d(u, , u,) < d(T(u,), T(Q) f or a 11 n, m E N, the completeness of X 
and the closedness of T imply the existence of u E cl(B) with T(u) = s(t). 
Furthermore, the equality 
shows that II is not an element of aB. Therefore t E M, completing the proof of 
the lemma. 
We are now in the position to state and prove the main result of this paper. 
Recall that if T is a mapping of X into Y and D is an open subset of X, then T 
is said to be locally expansive on D if for all ua E D there is a neighborhood N of 
u,, contained in D such that d(u, v) < d(T(u), T(v)) for all u, v E N. 
THEOREM 1. Let X and Y be complete metric spaces with Y metrically convex, 
let D C X be open, and suppose T: X -+ Y is a closed mapping which is locally 
expansive on D. Suppose also that T maps open subsets of D onto open subsets of Y. 
Then for y E Y the following are equivalent: 
(4 Y E T(D). 
(b) There exists x0 E D such that d( T(x,), y) < d( T(x), y) for all x E X - D. 
Proof. (a) 2 (b): trivial. (b) a (a): F or u E D, we let r(u) denote the supre- 
mum of all r E [0, I] such that B(u, r) C D and d(u, , u2) ,< d( T(u,), T(uJ) for all 
ur , ua E B(u, r), where B(u, r) denotes the closed ball of radius r around u. Since 
D is open and T is locally expansive on D, r(u) > 0 for all u E D. Furthermore, 
by definition, B(u, r(u)/2) C D and d(u, , up) < d(T(u& T(z+)) for all ur , u2 E 
B(u, r(u)/2). Assume now, for a contradiction, that y 6 T(D). Then the negation 
of the preceding lemma (applied repeatedly to B = (x E X: d(x, u,) < r(uJ2)) 
implies the existence of a sequence {u,} in D such that the following four condi- 
tions hold: 
(1) Ul = x,; 
(2) d(u,+, , u,) < W(u,+d, T&J) for all n; 
(3) d&a+, P24,) = r(uJ2 for all n; 
(4) d(T(u,+d,y) +d(W,+d, TW) < d(W,hA for all n. 
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Then (1) and (4) imply by induction 
(5) Wk+d, Y) + CL W(f++J, TkJ) < W(x& Y) for all n. 
In particular, CZzl ~(T(s+~), T(G)) -=c ~0 and (by (2)) Czzl d(~,+~ , u,) < a. 
Therefore, since X and Y are complete and T is closed, there exists x E: X such 
that u, + x and T(u,) -+ T(x) as n -+ 00. Since r(~,) -+ 0 (by (3)), x cannot be 
an element of D. Hence x E X - D. But (2) and (5) yield for all n 
W(un+,), Y) + ha+, 9 xo> < Wun,,), Y> + k %+l> 4 
j=l 
so that (letting n--t co) 
W(x), Y) + 4x, xt,) < W’(xo), Y>. 
Since x E X - D (and hence d(x, x,-J > 0), this contradicts (b). 
Since in the case D = X, condition (b) of Theorem 1 is satisfied for all y E Y, 
the following generalization of the surjectivity part of the Browder result alluded 
to in the Introduction is a special case of our main result. 
COROLLARY 1. Let X and Y be complete metric spaces with Y metrically 
convex and let T: X + Y be a closed mapping which maps open subsets of X onto 
open subsets of Y. Suppose also that T is locally expansive on all of X. Then 
T(X) = Y. 
Simple examples show that Corollary 1 does not remain true if we drop the 
assumption that T is locally expansive on all of X, and that it yields surjectivity 
under circumstances in which T is not (globally) invertible. 
Furthermore, the assumptions on Tin Theorem 1 do not imply in general that 
T is one to one on D, even if X and Y are Banach spaces and D is a convex open 
subset of X. This can be seen from the following example. 
EXAMPLE. Let X = Y = R2, d(x, y) = /I x - y /j (where /I // is the Euclidean 
normof(W2),D=((X,y)E(W2:O<x<2rrand1<y<2},andletT:X~Y 
be defined by T(x, y) = (y cos(2x), y sin(2x)). Then T is continuous, T maps 
open subsets of D onto open subsets of Y, and T is locally expansive on D. 
However, T is not one to one on D. 
2. APPLICATIONS 
Our first application of Theorem 1 deals with operator equations involving 
locally condensing mappings. Recall that if E is a Banach space, then the 
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(Kuratowski) measure of noncompactness y of E is defined by y(A) = inf{r > 0: 
A can be covered by a finite number of sets of diameter < r}. 
THEOREM 2. Let E be a Banach space with D an open subset of E, and let 
f: cl(D) -+ E be continuous. Suppose there exists c > 0 such that for each u0 E D 
there is a bounded open neighborhood N of u,, contained in D such that 
(i) c j/ u - 21 // < ll(u -f(u)) - (w -f(v))]] for aZZ u, ZI EN and 
(ii) y(f(A)) < y(A) for all A C N with r(A) > 0. 
Then f has a fixed point in D if and only if there exists x,, E D such that 
11x0 -f(xo)ll d II x -f(x)llfo~ all x~aD. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 1 to X = cl(D) with the metric d(x, y) = c (1 x - y I/ , 
Y = E with the metric d(x, y) = // x - y jj , and T(x) = x -f(x). Then T 
is locally expansive on D by (i) and T maps open subsets of D onto open subsets 
of Y by Nussbaum’s domain invariance theorem for locally condensing maps [6]. 
Note that the example of the foregoing section shows that Id - f need not be 
one to one under the above assumptions, even if D is convex. We remark also 
that in the case D = E and f completely continuous, Theorem 2 is due to 
Granas [3]. 
We shall now consider locally strongly accretive mappings. Recall that if E 
is a Banach space, X is a subset of E, and R: X -+ E, then R is said to be accretive if 
II x - Y II < Ilk - Y) + t(R(4 - R(y))ll for all x, y E X, t > 0, 
while R is said to be strongly accretive if R - cId is accretive for some c > 0. 
If D is an open subset of E and T a mapping of D into E, then T is said to be 
locally accretive on D if for all no E D there is a neighborhood N of u, such that 
TjN is accretive, while T is said to be locally strongly accretive on D if there exists 
c > 0 such that T - cId is locally accretive on D. 
THEOREM 3. Let E be a Banach space with D an open subset of E, and let 
T: cl(D) + E be continuous on cl(D) and locally strongly accretive on D. Then T 
has a zuo in D if and onZy ;f there exists x0 E D such that 11 T(x,)(l ,< I[ T(x)11 fw 
all x E aD. 
Proof. Note that if c > 0 and T - cId is accretive on a subset N of D, then 
II x -Y II < II@ -Y) + C-‘(W) - cx - T(Y) + dll 
= c-l II T(x) - T(YN 
for all x, y E N. Thus Theorem 3 may be proved in the same manner as Theorem 
2 by using Deimling’s domain invariance theorem for continuous locally strongly 
accretive mappings [2]. 
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If T is strongly accretive on D, Theorem 3 is due to the authors [4]. But we 
emphasize that it is not very difficult to construct an open bounded subset D of 
R2, which is even star shaped (i.e., there exists U, E D such that (1 - t) u0 + 
tu E D for all t E [0, 11, u E D), and a continuous mapping T of cl(D) into R2, 
which is locally strongly accretive on D, but not (globally) strongly accretive. 
However, if D is an open and convex subset of a Banach space E and T is a 
continuous locally strongly accretive mapping of D into E, then T is in fact 
(globally) strongly accretive. This is a simple consequence of the following 
proposition (which is likely known to specialists). 
PROPOSITION 1. Let E be a Banach space, let D C E be open and convex, and 
let T: D + E be continuous and locally accretive on D. Then T is accretive on D. 
Proof. Let x, y E D and define m: [0, l] x [0, l] + E by m(t, s) = 
(1 - t) x + ty - sT((1 - t) x + ty). Fix x* E E* (the dual space of E) with 
x*(y-~)=Ily-x~lj~andI[x*jl=[ly-xl/j,anddefineMC[O,l]by 
M = {t E [0, 11: x*(T(m(t, 0)) - T(x)) > 01. 
Then M is nonempty (0 E M) and continuity of T implies to = sup(M) E M. 
Assume now to < 1. Since T is locally accretive on D, there is a ball B C D 
centered at m(t, , 0) on which T is accretive. Since T is continuous and D is 
open, we can find t E (to , l] and a E (0, l] such that m(r, s) E B for t, < r < t 
and 0 < s < a. Then the accretiveness of T on B yields for 0 < s < a 
II MC 4 - m(to 9 4 
d Il(W, 4 - W, > 4) + O”(m(t, 4) - T(m(to , s)))ll 
< II m(t, 0) - Wo, 0)ll + s II T(m(t, 4) - T(m(t, 0))ll 
+ s II T(m(t, > s)) - T(m(t,,  WI 
and hence 
x*P’(m(t, 0)) - T(x)) 
= x*CWt, 0)) - W& , 0))) + x*( T(m(t, - , 0)) T(x)) 
3 x*GW(t, 0)) - T(m(to , 0))) 
( 44 0) 
- 
m(t, s) 40 0) 
- 
=x * 9 al 7 - S S s) 1 
= f (x*(m(t, 0) - m(t, , 0)) - X*(m(t, s) - “(to , s))) 
3 f II Y - x II (II 44 0) - m(t, ,0)/l - 1) m(t, s) - m(t, ) s)ll) 
3 - 11~ - x II (II T(m(t, 4) - T(m(t, 0))ll + II T(m(t, s)) - T(m(t,, , O))l/), 
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so that if s -+ 0+, the continuity of T implies x*(T(m(t, 0)) - T(x)) 2 0, i.e., 
16 M, a contradiction. 
Therefore t, = 1, i.e., x*(T(y) - T(x)) > 0. But then for all t > 0, 
IIY - x II2 = x*(Y - 4 
< X*(Y - 4 + tx*(T(y) - T(x)) 
= x*((Y - 4 + WY) - T(x))) 
< IIY - x II MY - 4 + WY) - WN 
and hence 
II Y - x II < IKr - 4 + WY) - W)ll . 
It can be shown that if E* is strictly convex, Proposition 1 remains true if T 
is only assumed to be demicontinuous (i.e., maps strongly convergent sequences 
into weakly convergent sequences) and D is not necessarily open. 
We close with a final observation: A mapping T of a subset D of a Banach 
space E into its dual space E* is said to be locally strongly monotone if there exists 
c > 0 such that, for each x,, E D, 
(T(x) - T(Y), x -Y) 3 c II x - Y II2 
for all x, y E D sufficiently near x0 . (Here ( , ) denotes the natural pairing 
between E and E*.) It is well known (and easily verified) that for Hilbert spaces 
this notion is equivalent to the notion of locally strongly accretive. Thus such 
mappings need not be (globally) strongly monotone even on open and starshaped 
sets, although it is an easy exercise to prove that a demicontinuous locally 
strongly monotone mapping with convex domain is in fact (globally) strongly 
monotone. 
Because demicontinuous locally strongly monotone mappings defined on an 
open subset D of a reflexive Banach space map open subsets of D onto open 
subsets of E* (see, e.g., Browder [l]), we have the following analog of Theorem 3: 
THEOREM 4. Let E be a reflexive Banach space, let D C E be open, and let 
T: cl(D) + E* be demicontinuolls on cl(D) and locally strongly monotone OIZ D. 
Then 0 E: T(D) if and only if there exists x,, E D such that // T(x,)ll < /I T(x)jjfor all 
XE~D. 
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